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GROUP COMMON BOARD MEETING

ONGO PARTNERSHIP LTD (Company Registration Number: 08048224)
and ONGO HOMES LTD (FCA Mutuals Registration No 7639)

Held at 2.30pm on Thursday 26 March 2020
Conference Call

MINUTES

Present:
Group Common Board: Bob Walder (Chair), Natalie Cresswell, Tim Mills, Steve Hepworth, Paula

Gouldthorpe, Helen Lennon, John Wright, Melvin Kenyon, Michael Finister-Smith, Rachel Cook,
Liz Cook
Officers: Ashley Harrison, Jo Sugden, Pete Stones, Kevin Hornsby, Karen Cowan, Kassie

Boothby, Fiona Ruddick (Minutes)
Also present:
Apologies: None
Absence: None

The meeting was confirmed as quorate. Three members are required Ongo Partnership
(Article 48) and Ongo Homes (Rule D13). Employees of the Association or any Group
Member were in a minority.

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting which was being held by phone due to the
corona virus. The Chair laid out some ground rules to assist with the running of the
meeting. A number of queries had been raised in advance by members and answered by
the Executive Team. This information will be appended to the minutes.

Declarations of Interest

A declaration was made in relation to Agenda Item 10b, In Depth Self Assessment by Tim Mills
who is a Board Member of TPAS who were consulted on this work. All board members declared
potential conflicts due to their roles on other boards within the Group.

Decisions taken between meetings

No decisions were in the report. The Chair had signed off Ongo’s position statement on the
corona virus earlier in the week.

Time meeting opened

The meeting opened at 2.31pm.

1. Agenda Item 4 – Minutes of Previous Meetings
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The minutes of the meeting held on 23 January 2020 were agreed as a true record and will be
signed by the Chair.

2. Agenda item 5: Action List

The action list was noted. Action 8/20 is a large piece of work which will take place over the
coming months. It was agreed to remove the action from the list.

3. Agenda item 6: Other Board and Committee Updates

3.1 Agenda Item 6b - Assurance Update from Board and Committee Chairs
The updates provided by the subsidiary Chairs and shared in the meeting pack were all noted.

3.2 Agenda Item 6c – Governance and Regulatory Working Group (RWG) Update
Summary: This is a regular report to Board providing an update on the work of the Regulatory
Working Group (RWG), and general update on the Governance Review work. It also aims to
provide an update to Board on progress with engagement with the Regulator on the Voluntary
Undertaking and also a general update on Sector issues.

Discussion points/questions:

 Links to the Regulator of Social Housing’s website providing details on regulatory
judgements will be shared in future versions of the report.

Agreed: The Board discussed the report and determined that they are content with progress on

the work that has been carried out on the Governance Review and the Voluntary Undertaking
and the continuing positive relationship with the Regulator. Noted the updates from the
Regulator on the Grading’s Under Review list and any other sector updates.

5. Agenda item 7: Approach for Future Review of Group Legal Structures

Summary: Excellence in governance includes consideration of the right legal structure for the
Ongo group. This report sets out the process and likely timescales to consider this. Whilst having
any particular type of company or group structure is not a direct requirement of the Governance
and Viability Standard, the Board should agree how it will satisfy itself that the structure it has
adopted is the most suitable one. In order to commence the initial work, Trowers and Hamlins
have identified a number of possible legal options which are set out on the report.

Discussion points/questions:

 Other than the questions raised in advance of the meeting, no further queries were raised
and the report was agreed.

Agreed: Board discussed the report and agreed they are content with the proposed approach

and timescales to consider a possible future review of the legal structure of the Ongo group of
companies.

6. Agenda item 8: Chief Executive’s Update

Summary: The Ongo Corporate Plan was agreed in 2019 and this report provides an update on
activity undertaken to achieve the key strategic objectives. It also contains brief highlights of
key issues affecting the social housing sector and an update on our response to the coronavirus
pandemic.
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Discussion points/questions:

 Steve Hepworth updated the meeting with Ongo’s current approach to the corona virus and
actions/decisions that had been taken to date. The position statement had been agreed
with the Chair earlier this week and circulated to Board. As it is reviewed, it will continue
to be shared. Some key points are:

o Post Office continues to be open on reduced hours
o Majority of staff working from home
o Sufficient PPE supplies for the foreseeable future for staff who need them
o Agreed to pay all staff 14 days’ full pay if they have to self isolate but are unable

to work from home
o Ongo Recruitment places apprentices with other organisations. There is an issue

that the other organisations do not require the apprentices. Ongo will need to
decide what happens with them. This is an operational decision for the Executive
Leadership Team to take.

o Staff with annual leave booked up to 31 March should take it unless their manager
requires them to work. No decisions taken yet on new leave year which starts from
1 April 2020.

o Situation on new development sites was updated. Liz Cook will be kept up to date
and information will also be included in the position statements.

 Board asked that staff, especially the ELT and Heads of Service were formally thanked for
their hard work and efforts over recent times.

 During the meeting, the RSH shared a letter with registered providers which extended some
of the return deadlines registered providers need to meet.

 A member wondered if the performance measures to assess against the corporate plan
were the right metrics but did not expect an answer in the current climate.

Agreed:

 Board considered the progress made towards meeting the Corporate Plan strategic
priorities, debated the issues affecting the sector and highlighted any additional work or
activities required.

 Board confirmed that in order to respond to the ongoing coronavirus situation, that the
Chief Executive will be delegated authority to override normal policy to ensure that
appropriate decisions are made for both tenants and colleagues in abnormal situations.

7. Agenda item 9: Health, Safety and Environment

Summary: To provide an overview of key Health, Safety & Environment arrangements across the
group.

Discussion points/questions:

 In addition to questions raised in advance, the Board discussed the suggestion in the policy
to have a Board champion. It was agreed health and safety is everyone’s responsibility and
did not wish to nominate a specific champion.

Agreed: Board confirmed they were satisfied with the management of Health, Safety and

Environment arrangements set out in the report and approved the Health and Safety Policy and
Framework subject to removing the requirement to have a Board health and safety champion.

8. Agenda item 10: Risk and Regulation
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8a. Agenda Item 10a - Strategic Risk Register
Summary: Following a full review of risk management within Ongo, our new Risk Management
Framework and Strategic Risk Registers were approved by Board in September 2019.

Discussion points/questions:

 It was agreed to increase the business continuity risk to the top of the scale for likelihood
but impact would remain where it is. Action 10/20.

Agreed: Board considered and debated the risks that are out of appetite, raised any further

concerns from the emerging risk section and agreed to change the business continuity risk as
detailed above.

8b. Agenda item 10b – In Depth Assessment against Tenant Involvement and Empowerment
Standard

Summary: As part of the agreed Voluntary Undertaking, at each meeting, Board will consider an
in depth self-assessment of Ongo’s compliance with one of the Regulatory Standards.
To date the Tenancy Standard and the Home Standard have been assessed and reported back to
Board. This paper now looks at the Tenant Involvement & Empowerment Standard.

Discussion points/questions:

 Board agreed this was a well written piece of work and had no further comments. All digital
methods available are being utilised to continue to consult and engage our tenants.

Agreed: Reviewed and debated the in-depth self-assessment against the Tenant Involvement

& Empowerment Standard and accepted the Standard is being met.

9. Agenda Item 11: Strategy Development & Sign Off

Summary: The Ongo Corporate Plan (2019 – 2023) contains three clear strategic aims. Ongo are
developing a new three-year strategy for each of these strategic aims, which are ‘be a great
landlord, offer quality homes and create opportunities. A fourth strategy will also be developed
named ‘One Ongo’ that focuses on our internal culture and the way we work as an organisation
with a clear people focus.

Discussion points/questions:

 Some questions had been raised in advance of the meeting. Any further feedback should
be fed to Kevin Hornsby by 3 April 2020.

Agreed: The board noted the content of the report and discussed and debated the three new

draft strategies. The board approved the three new strategies, subject to any suggested
changes to be made direct to the Director of Communities, with delegated final approval to the
Chief Executive Officer and chair of the Group Common Board.
Noted the full impact assessments, including risks, will be created to support the strategies
once approved.

10. Agenda item 12: Review Delivery of the Overall strategy and Financial plan

10a. Agenda Item 12a – Management Accounts and Performance
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Summary: This report presents the management accounts of Ongo Homes, Ongo Partnership
(the entity) and the Ongo Partnership Group and provides detailed information on the financial
performance of the group for the period April 2019 to January 2020.

Discussion points/questions:

 The management accounts were agreed.

Agreed: Ongo Homes - noted the contents of the report and associated information and

approved the management accounts of Ongo Homes for the period.
Ongo Partnership - noted the contents of this report and associated information and

approved the management accounts of Ongo Partnership and the Group for the period.

10b. Agenda Item 12b – Business Plan Including Multi Variate Stress Testing
Summary: The business plan including peak debt, covenant compliance and financial
performance is considered annually and is stress tested in relation to various factors that may
affect the business. At the meeting in January, the initial draft of the business plan was
presented to the Board along with the underlying assumptions and a number of sensitivity
factors assessed. The following report considers the outputs of the Business Plan updated for
changes required by the board arising from those discussions (particularly in relation to
assumptions around rates of void and bad debt loss) and operational movements during the
subsequent period.

Discussion points/questions:

 The letter from the RSH put a different slant on to the proposed considerations for the
Board. The underlying assumptions within the Business Plan need to be reviewed and then
the process can move to looking at the sensitivities and then stress testing. There is a
chronological order to submitting all the required returns.

 Companies House have announced an extension for the filing of annual accounts (although
this does not apply to Ongo Homes who file with the Financial Conduct Authority). The RSH
could follow suit and allow accounts to be filed later.

 It was agreed to form a working group of Ashley Harrison, John Wright and Michael Finister-
Smith to work through the process to review the assumptions in the business plan.

Agreed: To form a working group to work with Ashley Harrison to review the assumptions in

the business plan.

10c. Agenda Item 12c – Budget 2020-21
Summary: The Board must approve a budget for financial year 2020-21. This paper considers the
final version of the budget for Ongo Homes and Ongo Partnership, which incorporates the
amendments required following the approval of the initial budget at the Board meeting held in
January. In addition, the Ongo Group consolidated budget includes individual budgets for the
Commercial and Communities businesses which have been approved at the respective
Commercial and Communities Board meetings held in March.

Discussion points/questions:

 The board agreed that following the decision made on the business plan, they would accept
the budget as it was currently presented and agreed it would need further
revision/reforecast at the conclusion of the business plan work.
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Agreed: Approved the budgets for 2020-21 following the changes made to the initial Ongo

Homes and Partnership budgets presented in January 2020; approved the Ongo Communities
and Ongo Commercial budgets for 2020-21 which have been approved by the respective
boards; approved the Consolidated budget for 2020-21 for the Ongo Group. Agreed that
further revision/re-forecasting would be required following the business plan work.

10. Agenda Item 12d – MORhomes Funding
Summary: Discussions with MORhomes continued with Ongo Homes completing their credit
evaluation process in January 2020 and being granted a £50m credit line, valid for 1 year. This
was communicated to the Common Board in January 2020 who convened a task and finish
group to assess the potential of borrowing from MORhomes, and the suitability of that
borrowing in terms of value, cost and timeliness.

Discussion points/questions:

 The messages from Ongo’s Treasury Adviser (David Rider) and MORhomes is that not much
business is going on in the market and the market is very volatile with fluctuating rates.

 Board agreed going out for funding in this climate is not something they wished to do.

Agreed: That Ongo Homes proceeds with securing funding from MORhomes to the full extent

of the offered line of credit of £50m at earliest opportunity
The board delegated further work on the borrowing transaction to the TAFG and authorises the
TAFG to complete the work required to provide formal documentation to complete the
borrowing transaction to the Board for approval.
The Board approved that at the point of instructing MORhomes to go to market on our behalf
a ceiling acceptable borrowing rate is set at 3.25%, or that the board proposes an alternative
ceiling rate or delegates authority to set this rate to the TAFG.
Approved all work required to get Ongo ready for funding but did not approve the transaction
yet.

11. Agenda item 13: Attendance List

Noted

12. Agenda item 14: Time for Reflection

This was not discussed given the unusual circumstances of the meeting. It was commented that
the Chair had managed the meeting well. Steve Hepworth explained there are business
continuity meetings held on a Monday, Wednesday and Friday where the position statement is
reviewed. Any changes will be shared with Board.

With no further business the meeting closed at 3.43pm.

Signed by Chair: ................................................ Date: ........................................
As a true and correct record of the Group Common Board meeting held on 26 March 2020
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Responses to queries raised by Board Members relating to reports: Group Common Board 26 March 2020
Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

John Wright Agenda Item 6c Governance and Regulatory working group update
1. Section 4.2 - I am supportive of the approach and timescales for the legal

structure review in Item 7

N/A No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 6c – Governance & Regulatory Working Group (RWG) Update
1. Support for appraisal. We have a new Board. All other things being equal

(which they aren’t) what is the timing of this activity? Can the SID enjoy
support for his appraisal of the Chair?

1. We anticipated the timing of this
activity to be summer – outcome 3
of the VU is about board appraisals
and we need to scope this piece of
work and put out for three quotes,
however given the current
situation this is very much in the
air. We will continue to work on
the scope, the rest will be down to
what is happening as a country
with the covid-19 virus. We will
keep board up to date. I suggest
that the SID is accompanied by the
external company this time when
they support all of the appraisals.

No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 7 – Future Implications for Legal Structure of the Group
1. Why do we need to do this at all? What benefit comes from it? What

might it cost?
1. It is part of our VU to consider this.

Additionally best governance
practice and the regulatory
standard includes periodic reviews

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

of operating structures. The
Regulator are insistent that the
board should consider this issue
(although they are not specific
about what the board should
decide to do)

John Wright Agenda Item 7 Approach for future review of group legal structures
1.I am supportive the approach and timescales (as above)

N/A No

Helen
Lennon

Agenda Item 7 – Approach for future review of group legal structures
I am fine with it but not quite sure from the report how Boards (inc
Communities) can influence the review / oversee the review?

The report is intended to set out the
timeframe and general process. My
thinking is that the board will receive
reports in due course stating the legal
options with all the associated
impacts (on things like funding and
pensions) and costs before deciding
how to proceed.

Probably

John Wright Agenda Item 8 Chief Executive update
1. I am supportive of the recommendations

N/A No

Helen
Lennon

Agenda Item 8 Chief Executive update
Comment - Great performance including Coronavirus. Thank you and well
done everyone. Please pass on our thanks to all staff team

N/A Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 8 – Chief Executive’s Report
1. Paragraph 1.2 - I support this providing that we have a record of what has

been done and why, which is implied on p5. Are there any areas where
this does not apply? Should Chair be kept updated?

1. Not sure of areas where it may or
may not be necessary as this
situation is unprecedented.
Intend keeping records and
updating chair through the
position statement

Yes

2. Paragraph 3.3 – void performance is good and deserves recognition n/a No

3. Paragraph 3.4 - What plans are in place for Ongo Commercial arising
out of Coronavirus? Does its legal structure enable it to claim for wage
support assuming business dries up? Is it financially at risk?

3. We will continue to operate whilst
we can, although we are obviously
impacted on delivery of work. We
will look to divert labour to other
work, particularly repair work
required by Ongo Homes or to
general support / other duties if
Ongo Homes has a requirement.
We will continue to seek work to
replace delayed sites and
contracts. If we are unable to do
this we will look to the
Government’s 80% wage
guarantee and recovery of sick pay
to mitigate, but details of schemes
are still unclear. Ultimately if we
do not continue to secure work to
pay the wages, all businesses are

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

at financial risk, not just
Commercial.

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 9 – Health, Safety and Environment
1. Are there any significant risk areas arising out of our inability to operate

business as usual and how are we addressing them?
1. Staffing availability to carry out

essential tasks including
compliance checks and ability to
access properties where tenants do
not want visitors are the
overarching issues and likely to
stay that way.

No

2. Whilst accepting that things will slip why are there 94 overdue EICRs? 2. The overdue electrical tests relate
to the fact that this contract for the
last three years has be based on
carrying out the test during the 5th

year and not tied to an actual
anniversary date (like Gas
servicing). The overdue EICR are
still within this timetable but due
to the change in contractor and the
current issues around Coronavirus
we expect that some of these
particular tests are likely to be
carried out under the new
contractual arrangements, as
priorities. The new contract is set
up to move the Gas serving and the
Electrical test onto the same

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

anniversary date, as the same
contractor is now carrying out both
tests. The 5 year timeframe is
recommended as best practise, not
a statutory requirement

Helen
Lennon

Agenda Item 9 – Health, Safety and Environment
1. Paragraph 4.1 – what is an undesired incident and an unsafe act 1. Undesired incident : is a

circumstance that could have
resulted in an accident (similar to a
near miss but a near miss is
something that did happen) See
below :

compared to

(near miss)

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

The unsafe act is someone not
working the way they should. The
unsafe act referred to incident
was someone shaking
someone’s shoulders as a ‘fun
greeting’ not thinking that it may
hurt them.

2. Need to understand the impact of Covid 19 2. Will pick up in CX report – and
please see the position statement
emailed out which will guide the
discussion

Not if covered in
other areas

3. H&S Policy – would be useful to see the tracked changes. The policy is
in the pack twice but both versions appear to be the same.

3. The policy has practically been
fully re-written so a tracked
change version would not have
been practicable due to the
amount of change. Two versions
were uploaded to the pack in error.

4. Do we have a H&S champion at Board 4. No – the approach with the
common board is very much
around sharing information and
not creating silos of knowledge or
expertise. For this reason we want
collective responsibility and
decision making although we
acknowledge that specialist
knowledge on subjects is useful in

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

the context of wider board
discussions.

John Wright Agenda Item 10a Strategic Risk Register
1. Given the coronavirus pandemic do we need to increase the current risk

score for SR01 Business Continuity?
1. The board has the ability to amend

risk scores so we should discuss
this at the board meeting

Yes

2. Please can the strategic risks be ranked by order of importance? 2. This is possible although the
relative rankings will change when
external events occur (as we now
know!). If board wish to rank the
risks we can discuss how to do this
at the board meeting.

Yes

3. SRF2 Financing Risk has been reduced to a current risk score of 8,
although given coronavirus should this score be increased again as will
capital market be closed down for a few months? Will this impact
MORhomes appetite to lend?

3. To discuss at the meeting as the
position is changing daily.
MORhomes have advised at end of
last week that they still anticipate
being able to lend

Yes

4. SRF2 Financing Risk has a current risk score of 8 in comparison to a
target risk score of 6 and highlighted in red but should it be highlighted
in yellow as SRG1 Reputational risk has a higher current score (9)
against a target score of 6 and is highlighted in yellow.

4. The reputation risk needs some
discussion and we probably should
have made that clearer with the
target. Reputation is the
confidence others have in us, but it
is in the opinion of the stakeholder
to the level of risk. We gave a 6 for
the reputation with the regulator,
however there are other
stakeholders that are willing to

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

have a higher risk appetite because
of the power they have (it is set out
in the stakeholder mapping). Other
stakeholder for example include
staff, tenants, members of public,
council, different suppliers, other
agencies, banks, etc which is why
the overall was yellow.

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 10a – Strategic Risk Register
1. We are now highly reliant on the IT team to keep IT Services going

during the current crisis. Does the team have the necessary resilience
to keep the services going and enable people to work from home?

1. Yes Yes

2. What plans do we have in place should Commercial/Communities suffer
cash flow difficulties whilst protecting social housing assets?

2. I’m not really clear what the
question is here. Whilst we will
look to redeploy staff to required
Ongo Homes work, for which Ongo
Homes will obviously pay, there are
no plans at this point for Ongo
Homes to directly cross subsidise
the other parts of the Group via
loans or similar. Ongo Partnership
has agreed an emergency facility
for Commercial if needed.

Yes

3. Can we be more precise about how climate change is a risk to the
business? How is the risk actually worded?

3. To be able to fully articulate the
risk we need to understand our
current position and what

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

requirements will be placed on us
by Government. Information on our
current position is being gathered
through an emissions report and
self-assessment. Report to be
completed June 20. There is still
uncertainty about regulations and
expectations but we know there
will be a financial implication to
operations, changes to existing
stock and new development.
Technology and infrastructure is
new or not in place, which
increases risk (think Betamax and
VHS). Again cost and infrastructure
risk. We have included the
financial risk in the stress testing.

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 10b In Depth Self Assessment
An excellent outcome

N/A No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 11 – Strategy Development
1. I believe these documents should contain a brief section on the key

risks/opportunities relating to them. We have KPIs but not risks.
1. It is outlined in the covering report

that once board approve the key
themes then a full impact
assessment will be completed for
each of the new strategies and this
will include risk. Opportunities will

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

form part of the annual action
plans that support the strategies.

2. Are we confident we can recruit and retain the necessary IT staff to help
us deliver the changes necessary especially in respect of Being a Great
Landlord?

2. We have no indications that we
cannot retain staff needed, and
have been successful in recruiting
where a need has arisen in the
past.

No

3. Are we right always to strive to be “the best”? That tends to cost more
and tends to increase risk. Discuss.

3. Our ambition is to be ‘best in class’
around compliance, keeping our
customers safe. We will research
further what best in class means to
us and what if any additional cost.

No

Helen
Lennon

Agenda Item 11 – Strategy Development
1. Being a great landlord. It is quite different being the dominant landlord

in an area to playing a small in a new locality- will this strategy work as
well in both situations? E.g ASB, tenant engagement. Not sure how this
is reflected in ‘how will we get there?’

1. Yes this is a really good point, we
strive to be a great landlord to all
our customer base through
delivering our services consistently
and being easy to do business
with. In relation to partnership
meetings and approach we will not
be looking to mirror what we have
in place at Scunthorpe in terms of
attendance but still keeping those
key strategic and operational
links. We are looking to review

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

tenant engagement to get a wider
tenant voice across all areas. The
detail will really come in the
annual action plans.

2. Paper. 3 strategies – would still like to see how they interlink and
support each other. Opportunities paper still not quite there for me.
The ’where do we want to be’ doesn’t quite align to the 4.1 corporate
objectives and then we have the 5 themes. Targets still seem a bit
disconnected from evidence base. It is fine as a starting point but would
like to work that through over time. Maybe I will get it more when (if) I
start to come out to see the different projects against these strategies.

2. The three Heads of Service
(strategy leads) have been working
together on these strategies and
agreeing what element falls under
each strategy and will work
together around the annual actions
plans. The strategies underpin the
Corporate Plan so we will be
working hard to ensure linkage and
mapping our new customers
journeys that will cut across all
three strategies. Agreed once we
have wider board feedback we will
then produce any amended version
taking your views into account.

No

John Wright Agenda Item 12a Management Accounts
1. Given the coronavirus pandemic, how confident are we with the year-

end forecast, in particular around rent collection, repairs, investment
works and development?

1. The forecast was compiled based
on Feb (month 11) actuals plus a
forecast for March – I don’t
therefore think there should be
significant departure.

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

2. If we need to do a further reforecast, what impact will it have on
2020/21 budget and financial plan

2. We will not be doing a reforecast of
2019/20 – it is 23rd March today
and there would be no possibility
of doing anything meaningful or it
being of any use before we actually
close the year next Tuesday

Yes

3. Financial Statements – Given coronavirus do we think it will affect the
production of the financial statements and the timing of the external
audit?

3. At present no. This has been
discussed with BDO and plans are
being put in place to deliver the
Statements and the Audit on a
remote basis. As with all things
Covid-19 related this will be
reviewed regularly and could of
course be impacted by mass staff
absences at either end

Yes

Helen
Lennon

Agenda Item 12a Management Accounts
1. (P10 of paper) Gross income- adverse variance because of rent free

week? I might have missed this over the last 5 years but we budget for
rent free weeks and so why is the income adverse?

1. Unfortunately we got the phasing
of budgeted income wrong in relation
to the non chargeable weeks.

No

Michael
Finister-
Smith

Agenda item 12b Business Plan
How and when we incorporate some of the inevitable financial
consequences of Coronavirus in respect of the next 12 months. I don’t see it

There have been requests from other
Board members for changes to base

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

as a discussion as such but it would be good to understand what plans
there are in place to manage this from Ashley, to give us all reassurance
that we are on top of it as much as we can be.

business plan assumptions in light of
the impact of Covid-19, and the
testing of additional sensitivities. This
will inevitably also lead to the need to
update / amend our combined stress
tests and mitigations; I would expect
this to involve the compilation of a
“Covid-19” stress test that assumes
longer term impact than that we have
moved to include in the base case.
The Board must agree and advise at
the meeting on what changes to the
base plan assumptions are needed,
what additional sensitivities they
require modelling, and any additional
combined stress scenarios that they
think should be run. We will then
update the base plan assumptions and
once we have set the opening
balances for the plan post 31st March
will run the base plan, sensitivities
and stress tests mitigations. This final
plan and stress testing will then need
to be circulated to Board for approval
prior to 31st May to allow it to be used
for compilation of the Financial
Forecast Return, which must be
submitted to the regulator by 30th
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

June. To achieve the required
timescales it is critical that a clear
outcome on requirements for change
to the plan is achieved at the Board
meeting.

John Wright Agenda Item 12b Business Plan 2020-21
1.Given the coronavirus pandemic, do we need to revise the Business Plan?

And 2020/21 Budget?

1. Business Plan – We could do some

revisions post the board meeting
discussions, but need to agree
what and accept the outputs; we
won’t have the time for this to
become a complete restart with
multiple revisions, discussion
rounds etc. unless we know that
the FFR submission deadline in
being relaxed
Budget – I see no way we could

carry out a meaningful re-budget
in the current circumstances. If we
do change the Business Plan for Y1
as above that will simply have to
become the budget for 2020/21

Yes

2. Please can the 30-year Primary Statement extracts be included?
Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial Position
and Statement of Cashflow, in particular the first 5 years, but if possible
the 30 years.

2. I can make these available to Fi to
put into additional reading

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

3. Given coronavirus do we need to model further financial and
operational sensitivities? such as:

Financial sensitivities
a) Falling CPI (to 0.5-1.0%)

b) Cost inflation reaching 10-15% over a 12-month period

c) Long term LIBOR

Operational sensitivities
d) Rent – assuming 10-20% loss (depending on mix of benefits/self-
funders)
e) Arrears of 6 months

f) Voids aren’t expected to be impacted

g) Pause of major works programme and development completions for 6
months

3. Additional work is possible, but
need clarity on what is to be done
out of Board discussions:

a) CPI already done at -1% in
individual sensitivities Board saw
and approved

b) Could do, but will need to agree
the number board want; we cannot
do a large number of small
permutations as it is very time
consuming and would have a
singinficant impact on staff
resources

c) What is the view on this? Cut LIBOR
long term or raise it? In individual
sensitivities we modelled raising to
5.5% and settling to long term rate
of 3.5%

d) For how long? We are modelling
scenarios based on maintaining
income paid through HB and
significant losses to other payment
methods

e) Not modelled in this manner – will
be picked up as assumed rent loss
as above

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

h) Contract costs increasing by 10-15% (separate to inflation above)

i) Care and support costs expected to increase by same margin

f) Need clarification on which
contracts and our exposure to
changes?

g) further work is needed to
understand the impacts of this.

h) Already done at 15% inflation in
individual sensitivities

i) We do not have any care and
support contracts although
general increases in costs is
modelled through inflation
sensitivities

John Wright Agenda Item 12c
1. As above given coronavirus do we need to revise the 2020/21

budget?
1. As above – only possible on a

general basis by reference to
agreed changes to BP

Yes

John Wright Agenda Item 12d
I accept the contents of the report and supportive of the recommendations.
1. What are our Treasury advisers saying regarding the impact of

coronavirus?
1. David Rider will be asked for an

update on this.
Yes

2. Is funding likely to be more expensive? 2. Yes Yes

3. Are capital markets likely to be closed down for a few months? 3. Wasn’t the last view, but seeing
this morning that the FCA have
banned all regulated listed

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

companies from publishing
financial statements for at least
the next 2 weeks we shall have to
see.

4. Is there still an appetite to lend from MORHomes? 4. When I spoke to them at the end
of last week, yes. I shall of course
be seeking updates on a daily
basis. Frankly in these
circumstances what I can write as
an answer today could well
change within every day!

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

John Wright Agenda Item 6c Governance and Regulatory working group update
1. Section 4.2 - I am supportive of the approach and timescales for the legal

structure review in Item 7

N/A No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 6c – Governance & Regulatory Working Group (RWG) Update
1. Support for appraisal. We have a new Board. All other things being equal

(which they aren’t) what is the timing of this activity? Can the SID enjoy
support for his appraisal of the Chair?

1. We anticipated the timing of this
activity to be summer – outcome 3 of
the VU is about board appraisals and
we need to scope this piece of work
and put out for three quotes, however
given the current situation this is very
much in the air. We will continue to
work on the scope, the rest will be
down to what is happening as a
country with the covid-19 virus. We
will keep board up to date. I suggest
that the SID is accompanied by the
external company this time when they
support all of the appraisals.

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 7 – Future Implications for Legal Structure of the Group
1. Why do we need to do this at all? What benefit comes from it? What might it

cost?
1. It is part of our VU to consider this.

Additionally best governance practice
and the regulatory standard includes
periodic reviews of operating
structures. The Regulator are
insistent that the board should
consider this issue (although they are
not specific about what the board
should decide to do)

Yes

John Wright Agenda Item 7 Approach for future review of group legal structures
1. I am supportive the approach and timescales (as above)

N/A No

Helen Lennon Agenda Item 7 – Approach for future review of group legal structures
I am fine with it but not quite sure from the report how Boards (inc Communities)
can influence the review / oversee the review?

The report is intended to set out the
timeframe and general process. My
thinking is that the board will receive
reports in due course stating the legal
options with all the associated impacts
(on things like funding and pensions) and
costs before deciding how to proceed.

Probably

John Wright Agenda Item 8 Chief Executive update
1. I am supportive of the recommendations

N/A No

Helen Lennon Agenda Item 8 Chief Executive update
Comment - Great performance including Coronavirus. Thank you and well done
everyone. Please pass on our thanks to all staff team

N/A Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 8 – Chief Executive’s Report
1. Paragraph 1.2 - I support this providing that we have a record of what has been

done and why, which is implied on p5. Are there any areas where this does not
apply? Should Chair be kept updated?

1. Not sure of areas where it may or may
not be necessary as this situation is
unprecedented.
Intend keeping records and updating
chair through the position statement

Yes

2. Paragraph 3.3 – void performance is good and deserves recognition n/a No

3. Paragraph 3.4 - What plans are in place for Ongo Commercial arising out of
Coronavirus? Does its legal structure enable it to claim for wage support
assuming business dries up? Is it financially at risk?

3. We will continue to operate whilst we
can, although we are obviously
impacted on delivery of work. We will
look to divert labour to other work,
particularly repair work required by
Ongo Homes or to general support /
other duties if Ongo Homes has a
requirement. We will continue to seek
work to replace delayed sites and
contracts. If we are unable to do this
we will look to the Government’s 80%
wage guarantee and recovery of sick
pay to mitigate, but details of schemes
are still unclear. Ultimately if we do
not continue to secure work to pay the
wages, all businesses are at financial
risk, not just Commercial.

Yes

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 9 – Health, Safety and Environment
1. Are there any significant risk areas arising out of our inability to operate

business as usual and how are we addressing them?
1. Staffing availability to carry out

essential tasks including compliance
checks and ability to access properties
where tenants do not want visitors are

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

the overarching issues and likely to
stay that way.

2. Whilst accepting that things will slip why are there 94 overdue EICRs? 2. The overdue electrical tests relate to
the fact that this contract for the last
three years has be based on carrying
out the test during the 5th year and not
tied to an actual anniversary date (like
Gas servicing). The overdue EICR are
still within this timetable but due to
the change in contractor and the
current issues around Coronavirus we
expect that some of these particular
tests are likely to be carried out under
the new contractual arrangements, as
priorities. The new contract is set up
to move the Gas serving and the
Electrical test onto the same
anniversary date, as the same
contractor is now carrying out both
tests. The 5 year timeframe is
recommended as best practise, not a
statutory requirement

No

Helen Lennon Agenda Item 9 – Health, Safety and Environment
1. Paragraph 4.1 – what is an undesired incident and an unsafe act 1. Undesired incident : is a circumstance

that could have resulted in an
accident (similar to a near miss but a
near miss is something that did
happen) See below :

No
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

compared to

(near miss)
The unsafe act is someone not working the

way they should. The unsafe act
referred to incident was someone
shaking someone’s shoulders as a ‘fun
greeting’ not thinking that it may hurt
them.

2. Need to understand the impact of Covid 19 2. Will pick up in CX report – and please
see the position statement emailed
out which will guide the discussion

Not if covered in
other areas

3. H&S Policy – would be useful to see the tracked changes. The policy is in the
pack twice but both versions appear to be the same.

3. The policy has practically been fully
re-written so a tracked change version
would not have been practicable due
to the amount of change. Two versions
were uploaded to the pack in error.
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

4. Do we have a H&S champion at Board 4. No – the approach with the common
board is very much around sharing
information and not creating silos of
knowledge or expertise. For this
reason we want collective
responsibility and decision making
although we acknowledge that
specialist knowledge on subjects is
useful in the context of wider board
discussions.

No

John Wright Agenda Item 10a Strategic Risk Register
1. Given the coronavirus pandemic do we need to increase the current risk score

for SR01 Business Continuity?
1. The board has the ability to amend risk

scores so we should discuss this at the
board meeting

Yes

2. Please can the strategic risks be ranked by order of importance? 2. This is possible although the relative
rankings will change when external
events occur (as we now know!). If
board wish to rank the risks we can
discuss how to do this at the board
meeting.

Yes

3. SRF2 Financing Risk has been reduced to a current risk score of 8, although
given coronavirus should this score be increased again as will capital market
be closed down for a few months? Will this impact MORhomes appetite to
lend?

3. To discuss at the meeting as the
position is changing daily. MORhomes
have advised at end of last week that
they still anticipate being able to lend

Yes

4. SRF2 Financing Risk has a current risk score of 8 in comparison to a target risk
score of 6 and highlighted in red but should it be highlighted in yellow as

4. The reputation risk needs some
discussion and we probably should
have made that clearer with the

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

SRG1 Reputational risk has a higher current score (9) against a target score of
6 and is highlighted in yellow.

target. Reputation is the confidence
others have in us, but it is in the
opinion of the stakeholder to the level
of risk. We gave a 6 for the reputation
with the regulator, however there are
other stakeholders that are willing to
have a higher risk appetite because of
the power they have (it is set out in the
stakeholder mapping). Other
stakeholder for example include staff,
tenants, members of public, council,
different suppliers, other
agencies, banks, etc which is why the
overall was yellow.

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 10a – Strategic Risk Register
1. We are now highly reliant on the IT team to keep IT Services going during the

current crisis. Does the team have the necessary resilience to keep the
services going and enable people to work from home?

1. Yes Yes

2. What plans do we have in place should Commercial/Communities suffer cash
flow difficulties whilst protecting social housing assets?

2. I’m not really clear what the question
is here. Whilst we will look to redeploy
staff to required Ongo Homes work,
for which Ongo Homes will obviously
pay, there are no plans at this point for
Ongo Homes to directly cross
subsidise the other parts of the Group
via loans or similar. Ongo Partnership
has agreed an emergency facility for
Commercial if needed.

Yes
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by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

3. Can we be more precise about how climate change is a risk to the
business? How is the risk actually worded?

3. To be able to fully articulate the risk
we need to understand our current
position and what requirements will
be placed on us by Government.
Information on our current position is
being gathered through an emissions
report and self-assessment. Report to
be completed June 20. There is still
uncertainty about regulations and
expectations but we know there will
be a financial implication to
operations, changes to existing stock
and new development. Technology
and infrastructure is new or not in
place, which increases risk (think
Betamax and VHS). Again cost and
infrastructure risk. We have included
the financial risk in the stress testing.

No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 10b In Depth Self Assessment
An excellent outcome

N/A No

Melvin
Kenyon

Agenda Item 11 – Strategy Development
1. I believe these documents should contain a brief section on the key

risks/opportunities relating to them. We have KPIs but not risks.
1. It is outlined in the covering report that

once board approve the key themes
then a full impact assessment will be
completed for each of the new
strategies and this will include
risk. Opportunities will form part of

Yes
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by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

the annual action plans that support
the strategies.

2. Are we confident we can recruit and retain the necessary IT staff to help us
deliver the changes necessary especially in respect of Being a Great Landlord?

2. We have no indications that we cannot
retain staff needed, and have been
successful in recruiting where a need
has arisen in the past.

No

3. Are we right always to strive to be “the best”? That tends to cost more and
tends to increase risk. Discuss.

3. Our ambition is to be ‘best in class’
around compliance, keeping our
customers safe. We will research
further what best in class means to us
and what if any additional cost.

No

Helen Lennon Agenda Item 11 – Strategy Development
1. Being a great landlord. It is quite different being the dominant landlord in an

area to playing a small in a new locality- will this strategy work as well in both
situations? E.g ASB, tenant engagement. Not sure how this is reflected in
‘how will we get there?’

1. Yes this is a really good point, we
strive to be a great landlord to all our
customer base through delivering our
services consistently and being easy
to do business with. In relation to
partnership meetings and approach
we will not be looking to mirror what
we have in place at Scunthorpe in
terms of attendance but still keeping
those key strategic and operational
links. We are looking to review tenant
engagement to get a wider tenant
voice across all areas. The detail will
really come in the annual action
plans.

Yes
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Query raised
by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

2. Paper. 3 strategies – would still like to see how they interlink and support
each other. Opportunities paper still not quite there for me. The ’where do we
want to be’ doesn’t quite align to the 4.1 corporate objectives and then we
have the 5 themes. Targets still seem a bit disconnected from evidence base.
It is fine as a starting point but would like to work that through over time.
Maybe I will get it more when (if) I start to come out to see the different
projects against these strategies.

2. The three Heads of Service (strategy
leads) have been working together on
these strategies and agreeing what
element falls under each strategy and
will work together around the annual
actions plans. The strategies underpin
the Corporate Plan so we will be
working hard to ensure linkage and
mapping our new customers journeys
that will cut across all three
strategies. Agreed once we have
wider board feedback we will then
produce any amended version taking
your views into account.

No

John Wright Agenda Item 12a Management Accounts
1. Given the coronavirus pandemic, how confident are we with the year-end

forecast, in particular around rent collection, repairs, investment works and
development?

1. The forecast was compiled based on
Feb (month 11) actuals plus a forecast
for March – I don’t therefore think
there should be significant departure.

Yes

2. If we need to do a further reforecast, what impact will it have on 2020/21
budget and financial plan

2. We will not be doing a reforecast of
2019/20 – it is 23rd March today and
there would be no possibility of doing
anything meaningful or it being of any
use before we actually close the year
next Tuesday

Yes
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by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

3. Financial Statements – Given coronavirus do we think it will affect the
production of the financial statements and the timing of the external audit?

3. At present no. This has been discussed
with BDO and plans are being put in
place to deliver the Statements and
the Audit on a remote basis. As with
all things Covid-19 related this will be
reviewed regularly and could of
course be impacted by mass staff
absences at either end

Yes

Helen Lennon Agenda Item 12a Management Accounts
1. (P10 of paper) Gross income- adverse variance because of rent free week? I

might have missed this over the last 5 years but we budget for rent free weeks
and so why is the income adverse?

1. Unfortunately we got the phasing of
budgeted income wrong in relation to the
non chargeable weeks.

No

Michael
Finister-
Smith

Agenda item 12b Business Plan
How and when we incorporate some of the inevitable financial consequences of
Coronavirus in respect of the next 12 months. I don’t see it as a discussion as such
but it would be good to understand what plans there are in place to manage this
from Ashley, to give us all reassurance that we are on top of it as much as we can
be.

There have been requests from other
Board members for changes to base
business plan assumptions in light of the
impact of Covid-19, and the testing of
additional sensitivities. This will
inevitably also lead to the need to update
/ amend our combined stress tests and
mitigations; I would expect this to involve
the compilation of a “Covid-19” stress test
that assumes longer term impact than
that we have moved to include in the base
case. The Board must agree and advise at
the meeting on what changes to the base
plan assumptions are needed, what
additional sensitivities they require
modelling, and any additional combined

Yes
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by

Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

stress scenarios that they think should be
run. We will then update the base plan
assumptions and once we have set the
opening balances for the plan post 31st

March will run the base plan, sensitivities
and stress tests mitigations. This final
plan and stress testing will then need to
be circulated to Board for approval prior
to 31st May to allow it to be used for
compilation of the Financial Forecast
Return, which must be submitted to the
regulator by 30th June. To achieve the
required timescales it is critical that a
clear outcome on requirements for
change to the plan is achieved at the
Board meeting.

John Wright Agenda Item 12b Business Plan 2020-21
1. Given the coronavirus pandemic, do we need to revise the Business Plan? And

2020/21 Budget?

1. Business Plan – We could do some

revisions post the board meeting
discussions, but need to agree what
and accept the outputs; we won’t have
the time for this to become a complete
restart with multiple revisions,
discussion rounds etc. unless we know
that the FFR submission deadline in
being relaxed
Budget – I see no way we could carry

out a meaningful re-budget in the
current circumstances. If we do

Yes
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Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

change the Business Plan for Y1 as
above that will simply have to become
the budget for 2020/21

2. Please can the 30-year Primary Statement extracts be included? Statement of
Comprehensive Income, Statement of Financial Position and Statement of
Cashflow, in particular the first 5 years, but if possible the 30 years.

2. I can make these available to the
Governance Team to put into
additional reading

Yes

3. Given coronavirus do we need to model further financial and operational
sensitivities? such as:

Financial sensitivities
a) Falling CPI (to 0.5-1.0%)

b) Cost inflation reaching 10-15% over a 12-month period

c) Long term LIBOR

Operational sensitivities
d) Rent – assuming 10-20% loss (depending on mix of benefits/self-funders)
e) Arrears of 6 months

f) Voids aren’t expected to be impacted

g) Pause of major works programme and development completions for 6 months

3. Additional work is possible, but need
clarity on what is to be done out of
Board discussions:

a) CPI already done at -1% in individual
sensitivities Board saw and approved

b) Could do, but will need to agree the
number board want; we cannot do a
large number of small permutations
as it is very time consuming and would
have a singinficant impact on staff
resources

c) What is the view on this? Cut LIBOR
long term or raise it? In individual
sensitivities we modelled raising to
5.5% and settling to long term rate of
3.5%

d) For how long? We are modelling
scenarios based on maintaining
income paid through HB and
significant losses to other payment
methods

Yes
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Queries/ Comments Executive Response Would you like this
to be a discussion
point during the
meeting?

h) Contract costs increasing by 10-15% (separate to inflation above)

i) Care and support costs expected to increase by same margin

e) Not modelled in this manner – will be
picked up as assumed rent loss as
above

f) Need clarification on which contracts
and our exposure to changes?

g) further work is needed to understand
the impacts of this.

h) Already done at 15% inflation in
individual sensitivities

i) We do not have any care and support
contracts although general increases
in costs is modelled through inflation
sensitivities

John Wright Agenda Item 12c
1. As above given coronavirus do we need to revise the 2020/21 budget? 1. As above – only possible on a general

basis by reference to agreed changes
to BP

Yes

John Wright Agenda Item 12d
I accept the contents of the report and supportive of the recommendations.
1. What are our Treasury advisers saying regarding the impact of coronavirus? 1. David Rider will be asked for an

update on this.
Yes

2. Is funding likely to be more expensive? 2. Yes Yes

3. Are capital markets likely to be closed down for a few months? 3. Wasn’t the last view, but seeing this
morning that the FCA have banned all
regulated listed companies from
publishing financial statements for at

Yes
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point during the
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least the next 2 weeks we shall have
to see.

4. Is there still an appetite to lend from MORHomes? 4. When I spoke to them at the end of
last week, yes. I shall of course be
seeking updates on a daily basis.
Frankly in these circumstances what
I can write as an answer today could
well change within every day!

Yes
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